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It is shown that exciton states exist in metals, occurring near the interband threshold
in optical absorption and substantially altering the shape and strength of the absorption
edge. Their relation to the corresponding donor states is discussed.

Theoretical calculations of interband optical
absorption in metals have met with mixed suc-
cess. ' Band-structure calculations predict
sucessfully many of the energy thresholds, '
but miss by factors of 3 to 5 on predicting the
strength of the absorption. This Letter points
out that exciton states exist in metals, and that
the inclusion of these exciton states in optical
absorption calculations should resolve many
of the above discrepancies. As in the semicon-
ductor case, ' these exciton states arise from

the final-state Coulomb scattering between the
electrons and holes. However, quite unlike
the semiconductor excitons, an exciton state
in the absorption spectra does not require that
the corresponding donor state exist. Discrete
exciton bound states only occur in special cas-
es. Yet, in many types of transitions, metal-
lic excitons will cause large resonances which
enchance the interband absorption.

It has already been shown that large exeiton
resonances occur in the interband transition
A of Fig. 1. The optical spectra can be eval-
uated by treating the absorption as the photon
creation of an electron-hole pair. The absorp-
tion spectra is found by evaluating the electron-
hole correlation function'

FIG. 1. Two-types of interband transitions discussed
in the text.
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where cp refers to electrons in the conduction
band and di, to holes in the valence band. This
form assumes that the band-to-band dipole tran-
sition is allowed. After evaluating m(ice„), the
retarded function mret(&u) is obtained by letting
i~n-~-EG- pe- ph+i6, where EG ls the en-
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ergy gap. The absorption is

A((u) = 2 Imv (~).ret

Assuming that both bands are parabolic, in
the absence of any final-state interactions and

any damping, the absorption is just the densi-
ty-of-states result

A (u. ) = (o. /2v)(2v)"'(~-E )"'8((u-E -e, ),

where v is the electron-hole reduced mass,
and Eps =PFi /2v, where PF is the electron
Fermi momentum.

The metallic excitons are caused by the fi-
nal-state Coulomb interactions between the
electron and hole. The most important terms
in the correlation function, Eq. (1), are the
ladder diagrams. A consideration of these
scattering terms shows that the correlation
function has the form
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where &(q) =-4~e'/(q'+ke') is the attractive
Coulomb potential. The vertex function I has
a logarithmic singularity at the absorption edge.
A detailed solution of these equations is given
in Ref. 4. There it is shown that the logarith-
mic singularity greatly enhances the interband
optical absorption. There is also an exciton
bound state. This state occurs at binding en-
ergy EB below the absorption edge. An approx-
imate expression for this binding energy is

In most cases the discrete absorption line as-
sociated with the bound state will not be observed
because of the lifetime broadening of the va-
lence band states. The nonsphericity of real
bands may also act as an effective broadening
mechanism. The exciton state is metastable
when the hole mass is finite, since there is
a lower energy configuration for the electron
and hole —i.e. , when the hole is at P = 0. In the
case where the valence band is flat (hole mass
equal to infinity), a real exciton-bound-state
absorption line may occur. Even when broad-
ening smears out the exciton-bound-state ab-
sorption line, the logarithmic nature of the
exeiton resonance greatly enhances the absorp-
tion at the interband edge.

A calculation has also been performed for
an interband transition of the type B of Fig. l.
Here the final-state Coulomb scattering occurs
between the electron in the upper band and hole
left in the Fermi sea. Calculations show that
exciton resonances enhance the direct transi-
tions. Phonon-assisted transition, perhaps
to indirect exciton states at the zone edge,
are also important i.n transition B of Fig. l.
Metals whose lowest interband transition is
type B, such as the alkalis, will have a more
complicated absorption edge. When the low
est transition is of type A, such as in the no-
ble metals, ' one gets the exciton resonances
of Fig. 5 in Ref. 4.

It is possible to give semiclassical arguments
to show the existence of these logarithmic sin-
gularities. Treating optical absorption as an
inelastic scattering of photons by electrons,
Hopfields has noted that a sharp threshold in
the inelastic scattering amplitude at ~ = ~, nec-
essarily leads to a term ln(~-&u, ) in the elas-
tic scattering. The exciton resonances are
just manifestations of this logarithmic behav-
ior near the interband thresholds.

The exciton states exist near the interband
thresholds because the exclusion principle lim-
its the electron's scattering during the final-
state interactions. It is well known that the
Fermi factors nF cancel out when one consid-
ers the scattering of an electron from an ion-
ized impurity. This self-energy isv

3
Z(P)=n. 2, V(P-P')B(P, iP )r(P, P, iP ),

such that
"d' "

r(p, p', iP )=I'(P-P')+ 2, .I'(O'-0")8(p", ~P )r(p, p", iP ),
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where n~ is the impurity concentration. This
form ignores vertex corrections which just
include the electron's propagator.

We now show why the exclusion principle
factors do enter the exciton problem, Eq. (2),
and do not enter the ionized impurity scatter-

ing, Eq. (4). In order to make it resemble the
exciton case, treat the impurity as a particle
and as sign it a propagator gi (k) = (ikn- 5i)
The infinite mass impurity is given a 0 eigen-
vector although its energy $i is independent
of k. Then the electron's self-energy from
impurity scattering can be written as

ik~+ ip~- gpr- ti

. 0 V p-p' 1-n ' I p, p', zk, z

~(p)= ~.
ik~, p

(5)

Typical diagrams for this self-energy are shown
in Fig. 2. The vertex function in Eq. (5) is
similar to that of Eq. (2), in that it contains
np factors, and it has a pole corresponding
to an impurity-electron bound state, where
the binding energy is given by Eq. (3). On the
other hand, at any finite order in the pertur-
bation expansion, this self-energy, Eq. (5),
reduces to Eq. (4) when the thermodynamic
average is taken over the impurity distribution.
By taking the sum over ik„and then the clas-
sical limit P(i-~ [ni—- V 'exp(-P/i)], then
Eq. (5.) reduces identically to Eq. (4), with all
the np terms cancelling out. Thus it is the
thermodynamic averaging over the impurity
states which eliminates the np factors.

In the exciton case, the holes are created
optically, so one never takes this last thermo-
dynamic average (sum over ik~, P)i —~). The
np factors remain in the vertex and cause the
exciton-bound-state pole in the scattering am-
plitude. Our conclusion is that there is an ex-
citon state regardless of whether there is the
corresponding donor state.

As for whether the donor state does exist,
many-body theory provides both a yes and a no

answer. The bound-state pole in the particle

FIG. 2. The type of self-energy diagrams in Eq. (5)
which give results equivalent to Eq. (4). The closed
loops are impurity propagators.

scattering amplitude of Eq. (5) does not appear
in the potential scattering formalism of Eq. (4).
These two formalisms differ because, in the
particle case, one can sum the diagrams be-
fore averaging over the impurity distribution.
Since the two methods differ only in infinite
order perturbation theory, it is not clear which
result is correct.

It should be remarked that photoemission
processes will also involve exciton states.
The optical (soft-X ray) emission spectra is
like the donor case in that one has to average
thermodynamically over the distribution of holes
in the initial state. I wish to thank Professor
J. J. Hopfield for several clarifying discussions.
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